
  

1) Please provide us with a copy of all audit adjustments for FYE 9/30/16 and 9/30/15 

See attachments for the FYE 9/30/15 and 9/30/16 audit adjustments. 

 

2) From a financial standpoint, what are the Town's top three priorities?  

From my standpoint as Town Manager, these would include providing Town services in an efficient and 

effective manner that reflect the unique characteristics and desires of our citizens, maintaining a sound and 

prudent financial position including contingency levels, and having a financial system that accurately and 

properly accounts for all transactions in a clear and transparent manor.   

 

3) Has anything significant happened in the current year, which is different from prior years? Is something 

significant expected and/or budgeted to occur in the current year, or soon thereafter, which a potential 

auditor should be aware of? 

There have been no significant or extraordinary events this year so far. 

 

4) Please provide us with any questions provided to you from other interested auditing firms, along with your 

response.  

So far, these questions have been the only ones posed to the Town regarding the RFP.  

 

5) What has been exhibited by the current auditors, which the Town values the most? The least?  

We do not consider this question to be appropriate to answer for an RFP. 

  

6) In looking at the last 3 years of audits the Town has not been subject to Federal or State single audit. 

Should the total All-Inclusive Maximum annual fee exclude the cost of the Federal and/or State Single 

Audit? 

The fee should include the price of a Single Audit if the Town becomes subject to one. 

 

7) Should the preparation of the state’s department of financial services annual financial report be included in 

the maximum annual fee? 

Yes 

 

8) On page 4 Section B8 of the RFP it indicates the auditors will provide a bond covenant compliance letter. 

Believe this would no longer be applicable since all debt was paid off in the water/sewer fund in 2016. 

Please confirm. 

Yes, that is correct. 

 

9) In prior years the Town had an outside CPA prepare compilations of the General, Police, and firefighter 

pension plan. Is this still true? 

This is no longer true. 

 

10) Please indicate when the Town anticipates the accounting records will be ready for audit each year. 

We anticipate the accounting records to be ready by February 1 of each year. 

 

11) What are the City’s plans for implementation of GASB 74/75 related to OPEB? 

We are currently discussing this with our actuaries as they will help us with the necessary implementation. 

 

  

 

 


